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0. Introduction 
Let d be a non-empty family of subsets of a set X. W 
note the family {.A’ - A : A f d ) and r(pQ) to denote the topclo 
v4ich has SQ as a subbase for the open sets. The tojpol 
team gQ as a subbase for the closed sets, is called the &al 0:’ the to 
T( 5.4 ).The topology r(s4 u d ’ ) is called the &pen 
d. Of course each member of SQ is r( 94 u SQ ‘)-dope 
the supremum of T(A) and its dual in the lattice 
In this paper we are interested in the compactne 
T( Ue u d’). Questions of this nature arise in the st 
of the prime spectra of distributive lattices and co 
Section 1 we consider the general case and relate 
of a bouridlsd istributive lattice, in Section 2 we 
doper! topology on the prime spectrum of an abstract idr: 
qection 3 we briefly survey the techniques used in itk 
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study the compactness of the natural clopen topology on the prime 
spectra of distributive Iattices, commutative rings and &groups. 
1. Fundamental theorem 
Let % be a ring of subsets of a non-empty set Xsuch that @,XE 9, i.e., 
is a sublattice of the power set lattice P (X) with 9, X E 92. Then 92’ 
is also a ring of subsets of X. ,4n C?C&i’l$er is a subset of 9 (.%) X I3 (9’) 
of the form 9 X 8, where 9 is a filter on 92, Q is a filter on 92’ and 
Y fi G + 0) for each FE 9 and E E 9, Let BF(%?) denote the set of all 
%!-bifilters and partially order BF(%) by means of the following relation: 
1.l. Lemma. Let %fl md J, be non-empty subsets of 92 and q’, respec- 
tively such that 3e 1 c d1 has the finite ktersection property. Then, in 
BF(W ), there exists a maximal bifirter a .b( $j? such that 92 l E 92 and F 
dl Gg$. 
oof. Let 
9r=(AE%!: A1RforsomeREC/QI1), 
Qr = {I!EW:B2SforsomeSEcT } 
1 ’ 
Then Z$ X $#I E BF(%?) and 9, C ?r, J, C_ $&. 
j}jEl is a chain of bifilters in BF(% ) then 
U IC P ‘i ’ Sj = L!jEJ 3 x U.jEl gj I 
is their suprtemum in lBF(92). 
The lemma is an immediate consequexe of these two observations 
orn’s lemma. [I 
muxdwal {bifilter. For any R f 9, R is in F 
for aN F 1E TF and C E . A similar property 
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oaf. If R E 9, then A f~ F E T for any 1;‘ E 9 and si 
filter, !I? n F) n G # $3 for any G E 8. 
Suppose R E W is such that R n F fr G # 
Let Yl = {A E 92: A 2 R n Ffcrscm.eFE 
contaking 7 X 9. The maximality of ‘ejr X $j 
REtLO 
We are now in a position to decide the compactness; ct 
tcpclsgy. 
X 3 Theorem. Let gQ be a non-empty fhmily of subsists 
x’ii compact with respect to the clopellt topology ge 
only if: 
(i) X and each member o,~’ d are compact in the s( 
(ii) X and each member of ~8’ are couzpact in the &I 
Proof. Each member of ~4 U 01’ is clos 
the 7( SQ w ~&)-topology is finer than both the r( 
dual. Hence the r( gQ U A’)-ccmpactne8s of X impli 
Now suppose (i) and (ii) hold. To sholw that X’ i 
we use Alexander’s ubbase theorem. T 
be a fam.tiy of subbasic losed sets with, 
We must show that 3a, u 3 1 intersects, Let 
closed sets, SC that %? is the ring of 7( .ti)-clc 
maximal bifilter 9 X 9 in W(%) such that 
G E 3r. By (ii), G is T( ;@)-compact. A! 
and Y X Q is a bifilter we must have 6\ 
fcreachFE 9andGE 9. By 1.2, ns 
mentprcves ~‘QcsJ,As 9x9 isabi 
Ihfb9? 1 n n J, # 8, as required. 0 
For subsequent discussion we need the ~~~~~ 
1 A. Corlollary. Let d b,z a non-etv 
-tha.t .X $ d. Define a new set X, 
subsets of&, by A _ =: SQ u ((X 
Suppose each membl 
bw of &’ are compact \in t 
with respect to the clap 
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beF cf _d is compact with respect to the clopen topology on X generated 
by ~4. 
oaf, g(r; = {(X - A) U (&X)}: A E SQ ) and the induced r(sQ u pu’)- 
topology on A E SQ. is its r( 94, U &-topology considering it as a sub- 
space of -]ls,. The corollary Follows from these r&lmarks and the fact that 
1.3 and the hypotheses off 1.4 imply that X, is 7( 94, u db, )-compact. q
Let C?(X) be the family of compact-open subsets of a topological 
space X’. Then the topological space X is called a spectral space if it satisfies 
each of the following properties: 
(Sl ) X is a compact To-space. 
(S2) e (X) is a ring c$ subsets of X and a base for the open sets. 
(S3) Pf F is a closed set in X and ea Is an.y subfamily of e(X) such 
that n S, n F # (4 for any finite subfamily ‘Yi of eI then f’I C?, 0 F # @ 
As is well-known (e.g., see [ 8, $113 ). a topological space X is a spectral 
space if and only if it is homeomor$Cc to the set of prime ideals of a 
bounded distributive lattice endowA with the spectral (=: hull-kernel = 
Stone-) topology. Our defining axicms (Sli)? (S2) and (S3) for a spectral 
space differ from, yet are equivalent o, those of Hochster in [9, Propo- 
sition 41; 19, Propositions 9,101 yield further- g-trivalent opological con- 
ditions. In addition, Hochster [9, Theorem t”j,j has established that a 
spectral space is always homeomorphic to ti:a;: SC t of prime ideals of a 
commutative ring with identity endowed w.‘i?k ‘cP,c spectral (= hull-kernel 
= Zariski-) topology. This is the profound and beautiful converse of a 
well-known reswf t.
Theorem 1.3 yields a new proof of the result that a. T,-space (X, 7) is 
a spectral space if and only i.f it is a Boolean (= compact, Hausdorff, 
totally disconnected!) (space with respect o the cloptsla topology generated 
by CZ 4X). Indeed, (Sl) and (S2) imply that condition (i) of 1.3 holds for 
(XI r(e(X))) while (S3) implies that condition (ii) holds for the dual 
tOJpO~Ogy. For other proofs of this characterization of an (abstract) spec- 
tral space see f 8, Lemm;l 13, p. 1251 and [a, Theofern 1 ]. 
Y the To-ifimtion of a topological. space (Xt r) we mean the To-tc;po- 
) by identifying those points of 
es of open (closed) sets of (X, a) 
he full details see Thron’s book 
which, in turn, 
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5 ary. Let (X3 “f) be a topological space. Then the 
the topology generated by a family d oj+open sets suck 
~(54 U d’)-compact ,if and only if the ‘TO-ificatim of X is 
space. 0 
Jr 
2. Meal systema 
+Ve begin this section by briefly outlining those parts of Aub’ert 
stract ideal theory [ 11 which are needed. 
An i&d system is a triple ( S, 0, 2) where S *Is a commutativ1 
group w th 0 as its zero elc_men; and 2 is an algebraic-clss~re sir
on S suer\ that 
(Jl)r ra:JEa}= ‘l ‘:. 
(52) e..i:hJEg is 2’ t.. iI,‘. :pf the semigroup S, 
(J3) fvh each b E S ,. -: :* - 9, J : b = {s E S: sb E Jr) 
The members of $? & &- ; :: : i :.:d idea/k If A is a subset o 
is in $j and is caller the ilc:iear generated by A. When A = 
will also use the notation (q, a2, . ..) for (A). Th 
is defikled as (ii: l a2: a1 E .I,, a2 E J,j\ and dencl, 
P * S is calred prime if J, l J2 G P impaies eithe 
any ideals J, and 9,; an ideal P st: S is-prime if 
eitherxEPoryEPforanyx,yES, 
Since $. is an algebraic losure system sat 
dered !)y set-inclusion, is a complete csmpa 
infimum af a collection {Jl;} of ideals is their set-th 
w.h$le their supremum is ZJi = ( U J$; the smallest e? 
thle largest 4ement is S; the compact ele 
generated ideals. The supremum of iwo 
J, s.J2. 
An ideal system. ?s 
x-ideal syrt@in of [ 11. 
8 zero element 0 nor 
algebraic (= cksed u: 
poses this condition 
tions, (J3) can be replaced by I 
(54) for any Jp ‘I& J,Jl ‘(J,+J3)=J1’J2+J1*Jje 
See [ 1, Theorems 1, Using (54) and an 
used in commutative ring theory we obtai 
(cf. [ 1 9 Proposition 10, Theorem 121). 
2,l. Lemma. Let ( S, O,a ) be an ideal syste 
subsemigro~p of S such t?zat J n M = Q. Th 
dPnM=Q. 
is called semiprim if J is an intersection of a 
empty) family of prime ideals. From [ 1, Theorem 12, Pro 
or Lemma 2.1, an ideal J is semiprime if and only i 
for any x E S Thus the set of all semiprime idenk ib an 
system on S and the semiprime ideal generated by subset of S is denoted 
f course, rad A = rad!A) and . . 
rad A = c\ {P: A C, P, P prime ideal) 
(cf. [ 1, Theorem I 21). 
Let Spec tS, 0, 9 ) denote e set of sbl prime ideals of the ideal 
<S, 0, $?>. Define 
Spec <S, 0, $? )
Spec*LS, O,a>= 
Spec (S, 0, $7 ) U (S} if S is noQ: fini 
For a man-empty subset ,4 of S, let 
h(A) = (P E Spec LS, 0, 3 ) : A C P) 
(h*(A) =&: {PE Spec* tS, 0, $7) : A C P}), 
g(A)=Spec(S, 0,9>--h(A) 
(g*(A) = Spec* <S, O,$I) - h”(A)). When S is finit 
and g(A) = g*(A), otherwise h*(A) = h(A) u (S}. 
= h(rad(A )). 
n~rat~d h(A) = 
For x1, x2 E S, and family of ideals {Jl}, 
lementation yield 
5&2i* 23, 3,2 >) is defined 
): x E S) U (S])). The dud 
) (Spec* (S, 0, 9 >) is then 
then define the clopepr 
in a manner consistent with 
) $2) be an ideal system an x be an element of S. 
(i)g(x) is compact with respect to the spectral tupoltigy# 
(x) is co~pixf with ect, to the dual spectral topology, 
(iTi j Spec (S, 0,9 ) is corn ect to the spectral topology if 
ly if S is flnite3y generated as a semiprime 9-kkal, 
(C) Spee CS, O,$? ) is compact with respect to the dual spectral topo- 
logy. 
Proof. (i) Let {g(x& i E I) be a (basic) o en cover of g(x 1. Thus 
g(rad(x)) G’ g(rad(. .  , xi, . . . )) 
and so h(rad(..., xi, . ..)) G h(rad(x)). It follows that rad(x) 5 rad( .. . . xi, . ..). 
Since rad(..., xI, . ..) is the supremum of {rad(x$} in the 8aIgebraic lattice 
of semiprime ideals nd rad(x) is a finitely generated, al;d so an (algem 
compact semiprime ideal, it ffollows that there is a fide sub- 
such that rad(x) G rad(..., xi, ...)iEIl,. Hence {&xl): I E F) is 
a finite subcover of g(x). 
(ii) Notice that the set of dl subse ups of S is an algebraic dosure 
system on S. Let (A ) denote the subse up of S generated by subset A. 
$: i cz I) be a family of (sub c) closed s&s which h.ave the 
rsection property re ative to h(x), Thus for each finite subset F 
31-6~ is a prime ideal P su h that x E P and xi 6 P for each i E F, i.e., 
me ideal P such that (x) C P and P n ( . . . . xi, ..,& = $!h 
r each finite subset F of I, (x) n L.., Xi, ,,. )ieF = @. NOW 
( Y i, . . . ) = u {( . . . . x1, .,, +EiF: F C, I is finite) , . . . . . 
(x) f-l ( . . . . xi, l . . )i(Z/ = .I, there is a pri 
such that (x) G Q and Q 17 (..,, Xi, nce Q E h(x) I7 
actness of h(x) is now a consequence of Alexander’s subbase 
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(5) Shce Spec ( S, O,g ) * {g(x): x E s) =g(rad{z: x E 3-i), (iii) 
fulllows from (i). 
I( iv) follows from (iii) since Spec ( S, O,a ) = h(0). 
_ 
2.3, orem. (i) wirh respect to the q7ectral 
is a spectral space if and only if S is finitely gene~ute~ 
$J-ideal, 
(ii) With respect to the dual spectral topology, Spec (S, 0, 
tral space. 
(iii) f44tl-z respect to the spectral, dual spectral and clopen topologies, 
Spec* (S, 0,9> is compact. 
(iv) Wh respect to the &pen topology on 
g(x) (x E S) is compact, and Spec (S, O,a ) Ls COI 
finitely gexteruted as cr semiprime a-ideal. 
Proof. Spec { 3, 0, $3 ) is clearly a To-space in each of the topologies under 
consideration. The rest then follows from -2.2 and 1 A. 0 
Thk above proof of 2.3 rests on 1.3 and 2.1 because of the importance 
and generality of Theorem 2.3 it seems worthwhile an al kmst ive 
proof; the following proof was motivated by techniques used by Bernau 
[ 2, proof of Main theorem], j3, proof of Theorem 2.11. 
2.4. Alternative proof of 2.3. We will satis urselves by prov 
each g(x) is compact with respect o the c n topology on 
Spec t S, 0, $7 ), for the rest of 2.3 then follows from topolo 
ations, 
Letx cz S and {g(x$ i E I) u {h(y 
cover ofg(x). Assume that this cover p 
if F rind G are finite subsets of I and 
subbasie 
over. Thus 
Thus, (ea., Xi, ..*)iEF n (X, . . . . ykp L ,. )kEK = 0. 0th fwise, t]here is an ele- 
ment Z E (..., xi, l *.)iEF such that 2 is a multiple of powers of x and yk 
(k E Gj :?nd ss) 
which is impossi 
n mp&&y 355 
is a prime ide such tha 
h&j for each k E K, and P 4 &Xi) for each i E I. Thiti 
E I} U {h(y,): k E K) is not a cover ;>f$Q. This 
contradiction a lexanderk theorem complete the proof. 17 
a commutative semlgroup 
ideal systems. 
ight the nature of the hypothesis that S is 
also (J3). Thus we consider more general 
A weak ideal swtevn is a triple ( G, O,g ) such that @ is a groupoid with 
zero element 0 a d $I is an algebraic losure system on G such that 
(Wl)n(Jca,=co,, 
(W2) each J E 2 is an ideal of the gro 
The notions of product of ideals (i.e. members of a), prime ideal and 
semiprime ideal are defined as before. Spec (G, O,$? 1, together with its 
spectral, dual spectral and clopen topologies are defined in the same 
We note explicitly that for (xi: i G I’} G G, 
g((xi: in I}) =g(((Xi: i ~ I))) 
= g(rad(xi E I)) 
= w {g(x$: i fE I), 
miprime ideals form a closure system on G, and rad( i e II is the 
semiprime ideal generated by {xi: i E I}. Of course prime eals and semi- 
prime ideals may not have nice descriptions (we have in’ mind conditions 
is semiprime if and dnly if x2 E K implies x cz A) aEd conse- 
e ideals may not form an algebraic closure system 
, 3Sft FWf. Cbrnish / Cbmpmtness of the c&en topoJogy 
25 Tborem. Tkv followifzg conditions are equivalent jbr a weak ideal 
system ( G, 0,3 ); . 
(i) G is finiteG 6 ** -enerated as a semiprime a-ideai, anti” tke set of all 
semiprime a-ideals is an algebraic closure system 
(ii) Wfth respect to the spectral topology, Spec ( G, 0,3 ) and emh 
g(x) (x E G) are compact. 
(iii) With respect to th? spectral ispology, Spec ( C, 0, $J ) is a spectral 
space. 
(iv) Spec CC, 0,3 ) is a Boolean space with respect o the c1oper-z topo- 
logu. 
Under these equivalent conditions Spec CC, 0, $? ) and eack h(x) (x E G) 
me compact with respect to the dual spectral topology. 
Proof, From the proof of 2.2(i) we see that g(x) is compact if and or,11 
if x E 3; a semiprime ideal, implies there is a finite subget F E J such that 
x E rad E. This means that g(x) is compact if and only in’ the set of semi- 
prime ideals is an alge&raic losure system (cf. [ 5, Theorem 1.2, p. 451). 
It is now clear that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. The rest follows from 1.5. Q 
3. Particular al braic structures 
3.1. Distributive lattices. A lattice (L;V, A, 0) wit smallest element 0
gives rise to a triple (I;, 0, $J >, where (L; A) is the s igroup and 9 is the 
set of lattice ideals. In ge eral (L, O,a ) is a weak ideal system; it is an 
ideal system if and only CL; V, A) is a distributive lattice [ 1, Theorem 
3*1 I. 
Nerode [ 10, Theorem 2.13 was the first to prove the compactness of 
the clopen topology on Spec (L, O,$l) for bounded distributive lattice L. 
His method is indirect; he identified Spec (L, 0, a), endowed with the 
clopen topology, with I xt spectrum of the minimal Boolean al 
taining L. 
Mtzer [8, Eemm 5 3, p. 1251 looked upon the spectrum of a bounded 
distributive 1atCee a3 )Y) abstract spectral space and characterized it in 
terms of the clopen biology. Grtitzer speaks of the “Booleanization” of 
a space while Nerode uses t’;le term “strong topolo 
Bernau f21 made il direct attack on the clopen topology for distributive 
lattices which are no: ~xessarilp b_lunded above. 
It is possible to -7 ;; i$ the SFQC~: JII of a bounded distributive lattice 
endowed with &t. .A b;er tp.~ l~“g~ --nd the ted from the 
spectral top&x~ (= dual of the set-inclusion order on the prime ideals) 
order-disconnected ord red topological space. Thus 
2, Theorem 11, [ t 3, Proposition 251 has also 
ss of the clopen topology. 
mmutative ring gives rise to a natural ideal 
e clopen topology (patch topology in his 
beginning 521 Bkouche tablishes the compactness 
of the clopen topology (“constructibk? to ogy in f4]) on the prime 
spectrum of a commutative ring R with an identity element. His proof 
is indirect and reminiscent of Nerode’s method in that he identifies the 
space in question with the spectral space of the universal regular ing 
extension of R. See Olivier [ 11, Proposition 5 1. 
3.3. I-groups. A lattice-ordered (non-commutative) group G; +, 0, ‘1/, A’J 
gives rise to a natural ideal system fC, 0,$7 ) satisfying (53). Here the semi- 
group C is the set G together with the derived operation x. y = 1x1 A Iyt 
and 9 is the set of all &ideals (cf. [ 1, fj 221). We can also consider firings 
and vector-lattices (Riesz spaces) in a similar manner, 
Bernau [ 3, Theorem 2.11 .established the compactness of Spec* !G, (I,$? ) 
in the cloperl topology by direct means. 
3.4. Non-commutative rings. A non-commutative ring gives rise to a we& 
ideal system and Fisher and Snider [6, Example I, Theorem 1.11 have 
estabiished that the set of all semiprime ideals is not necessarily an a&+ 
braic closure system. 
neral attices. In 3.1 we already alluded to a weak ideal system as- 
sociated with a general lattice L possessing, a smallest element 0. Things 
are better than 3.4 (the general case corresponding to 3.3) for we have 
3.5.1 c Propositio 7% sef of semiprime id&s of a general lattice is urn 
algebraic clowre sys tern. 
X5.1 is an immediate consequence of the following charactxization 
of a semiprime lattice ideal. 
oof. Prime ideals certainly satisfy ( ence semiprime ideals 
conversely ifJ satisfies (*) and x 4 J then Zom’s Lemma im 
there is a filter M such that A4 n J = Q and x E 
ma1 with respect o these properties. Conditio 
prime filter. Hence L - M is a prime ideal con 
Thus, in the case of lattices, 2.5 may &ways be meaningfully applied 
to the spectrum. 
3.6. fhqp. An f-ring R is a lattice-ordered rin 
implies that lcui Albl= 0 = lacl Albl for any c 
tively, a lattice-ordered ring R is an f-ring if and only if it is a subdire *C 
product of totally ordered rings ([ 7, Chapter IX] ). 
In 3.3 we mentioned that a (non=commutative)firing R gives rise to an 
ideal system satisfying (53). Here the semigroup is-(R, - ) with x- y = i xl A‘lyl 
and so tile prime ideals are the so-caiied Q-prime Q-ideals of R. 
There is another natural and fairly well-behaved i eal syst 
we& ideal system (R, O,a ), where once again 2 is the algebraic losure 
system of &(ring) ideals while the semigroup U?; 9 is the multiplicative 
semigroup of the ring {Rr +, l ,
t 
0). The prime ideals are thus the so-called 
prime g-ideals. It turns out [7, Theorem 3, p. 1461 that the primes are 
precisely those Q-ideals which are prime ideals of the underly 
Even better, they are those g-ideals P which are completely 
P#SandxyEPimpliesxEPory P Thus the s 
form an algebraic losure system and we can use 2.5 
2.1 holds [7, Proposition 5, p. 1471. en= we can argue as in the pro&’ 
of 2.2(ii) and we see that Theorem 2.3 holds for this we ideal sy XC tn. 
Roughly speaking, this ideal system is weak simply because the semi- 
group (R; 9 is non-commutative. 
We leave it to the readelr to consider other ideal systems for grou2oid+ 
semigroups, emirings, near-rings, non-associative rings, lattices, differential 
rings and so on. 
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